NEWS RELEASE

ARB’S TANGO
STORAGE SOLUTION
FOR DUAL CABS
For dual cab utility owners looking for an alternative to a traditional
canopy, ARB has released a new Tango load system.
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Made up of three main components; the
Tango Sport Lid, Tango mount system
and Tango Loadmaster cargo organiser,
the new load system provides additional
practicality, versatility and security to the
standard vehicle tub.
TANGO SPORT LID
The crowning jewel of the new Tango load
system is the stylish and practical Tango
Sport Lid. Providing secure storage space
and protection from the elements, as well
as incorporating a clever new hinge system
that allows the fitment of OE sport bars,
the Tango Sport Lid attaches to the Tango
mount rails to provide an integrated system.
The clever attachment system allows for
quick and easy installation and removal of the
Tango Sport Lid, to cater for larger loads or
when complete access to the tub is required.
The unique hinge system enables factory
sport bars to be fitted, without compromising
access to the cargo space or interfering with
the vehicle cabin when raised.
Aluminium T-channels on the top surface
of the Tango Sport Lid enable the fitment of
Thule and Rhino roof bars and accessories
to further increase storage space and
practicality.
The Tango Sport Lid also incorporates central
locking via the vehicle key fob, as well as an
emergency key should the vehicle battery
fail.
TANGO MOUNT SYSTEM
At the heart of ARB’s new Tango system are
the cleverly designed mounting rails. The
extruded aluminium rails bolt directly to the
inside-edge of the tub using the existing
mounting holes, and with no drilling required.
By attaching over the top edge of the tub
sides, the mount system also provides
protection in an area that’s often easily
damaged during loading and unloading.
Adding to its versatility, the side rails also
incorporate a T-channel within the top face.
This is designed to be compatible with a
range of Thule & Rhino accessories such
as cross bars, cargo trays, bike carriers and
more, which can be used to provide additional
storage space.
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LOADMASTER CARGO ORGANISER
Separating contents and preventing cargo
from sliding around are two inherent
challenges that exist when packing a ute
tub. Providing a solution to both of these
challenges, is the Tango Loadmaster cargo
organiser.
Suitable for use with all vehicle specific
Tango mount systems, the Tango Loadmaster
simply slides into the mount rails on each
side of the vehicle tub. This can then be used
to partition the area and separate cargo in
line with the owner’s specific requirements.
An extending frame and flexible hinges on
each end of the Tango Loadmaster allows for
both parallel and angled positioning of the
barrier, while two built-in pockets provide
additional storage for smaller items.
ARB’s new Tango load system is now
available for the current Toyota HiLux, Ford
Ranger & Nissan Navara NP300, with more
models under development.
For more information, visit:
http://bit.ly/arbtango

High resolution images are available
within the accompanying folder.
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About ARB
Founded in 1975 in Melbourne, ARB 4x4 Accessories
is now Australia’s largest manufacturer and
distributor of aftermarket 4WD accessories. With
products including bull bars, protection equipment,
Old Man Emu suspension, Air Lockers, roof racks,
canopies and recovery equipment, our primary
mission is to prepare vehicles for the remote and
harsh conditions typically encountered off road.
ARB currently has more than 50 stores and over
100 stockists located across Australia, as well as
offices in the United States, Thailand, Europe, the
Middle East and an export network reaching more
than a hundred countries around the world.
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